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Subject: Wow, this really hit a nerve with 
them!

Hello!

Dr. Jill here and all I can say is WOW…

The e-mail I shared with you and our other
readers yesterday really hit a nerve…

In a good way :)

I received a ton of messages from other 
women who are going through the exact
same issues…

And it makes me happy to know what I
shared was received so well!

Also…

Thank you to everyone that put their trust
in us to pick up UConceive…

There are still a few kits that can be sent 
out
immediately:

[link]

If you haven't picked one up, here's a 
quick
recap of everything you get:

>> The Men's supplement to increase his 
sperm production, quality, and motility…

>> A supplement for your Follicular phase 
to heighten your fertility, production of 
cervical mucus, regulate ovulation, and 
develop a fertile egg…

>> One for your luteal phase with all the 
essentials of a prenatal. This supplement 



is to help signal your uterus to accept the 
fertilized egg.

>> A digital ovulation thermometer 
(accurate to hundredths of a degree)…

>> Your ovulation chart…

>> 5 OPK's (ovulation predictor kits)…

>> And a home pregnancy test to confirm 
your pregnancy…

And remember: if for any reason you're 
not happy with UConceive, just let us 
know within 30 days for a FULL refund…

Here is where to order your kit now:

[link]

To Your Health And Fertility,
Dr. Jill

PS - Even if you think you've tried every 
option available, this is your chance to 
finally start your family.

Think about it…

Would you rather still be stressed out a 
few months from now?

Or would you rather be breaking the good 
news to friends and family, and spending 
the next 9 months planning for your baby?

Our bodies can do incredible things. 
Sometimes they just need some extra 
help.

And when it comes to getting pregnant, 
UConceive is exactly that.

To order your kit, please use this page:



[link]


